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ABSTRACT
The field of Deep Reinforcement Learning has evolved significantly
over the last few years. However, an important and not yet fullyattained goal is to produce intelligent agents which can be successfully taken out of the laboratory and employed in the real-world.
Intelligent agents that are successfully deployable in real-world
settings require substantial prior exposure to their intended environments. When this is not practical or possible, the agents benefit
from being trained and tested on powerful test-beds, effectively
replicating the real-world. To achieve traffic management at an
unprecedented level of efficiency, in this work, we demonstrate a
significantly richer new traffic simulation environment; Traffic3D,
a platform to effectively simulate and evaluate a variety of 3D road
traffic scenarios, closely mimicking real-world traffic characteristics, including faithful simulation of individual vehicle behavior,
precise physics of movement and photo-realism. In addition to deep
reinforcement learning, Traffic3D also facilitates research in several
other domains such as imitation learning, learning by interaction,
visual question answering, object detection and segmentation, unsupervised representation learning and procedural generation.

Figure 1: A view of Traffic3D’s Graphical Display
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INTRODUCTION

Training autonomous agents to act in a real world setting entails
challenges that transcend beyond the commonly-used annotated
data in a supervised learning setting. The considerable set of environmental states an agent may observe and learn from require
interactive training environments, where the agent is able to observe the outcome of its behavior by receiving feedback from the
environment it is interacting with. Real-world physical environments satisfy these requirements, but they are expensive, unsafe
and hard to scale. In addition, deep learning solutions; deep neural
networks, the state-of-the-art paradigm used to effectively train
agents to autonomously accomplish tasks (such as autonomous driving, autonomous traffic infrastructure control [1] etc.) are known
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to depend on a large amount of training data to achieve peak performance, which further makes training an agent in the physical
world infeasible [2–4]. An alternative is to train agents in simulations which provide a safe, controlled and accelerated environment
for protocol development. We believe that the more faithful the
simulation environment is to the real world, the less pre-training
will be required for the autonomous agent prior to deploying it, and
the more effective the agent is likely to be in its intended setting.
This has already been acknowledged in the literature, where an
autonomous robot is trained within a simulation environment and
the trained model is effectively transferred to a real-world robot [5].
However, the most prominent state-of-the-art traffic simulators fail
to deliver important functionalities that are fundamental to realistic
traffic simulation. To address the discrepancy between simulations
and real-world, we have created a traffic micro-simulation tool; Traffic3D, an interactive environment, designed to conduct rigorous,
realistic and high quality traffic simulation. Traffic3D, rich in its content and structure, effectively reproduces real-world dynamic and
diverse traffic environments. Along with offering 3D photo-realistic
graphics and realistic physics of movement of transportation entities, Traffic3D supports a real-time interface with a learning agent
to ensure seamless interaction between the agent and the traffic
environment. Figure 1 shows Traffic3D’s visual display. Traffic3D
allows a deep learning agent to be exposed to a comprehensive set
of dynamic traffic situations, which it will potentially encounter in

Environment

Suitable for Traffic Simulation

Photo-Realistic

3D

Physics

Customisable
1)

SUMO [6]
Yes
No
No Yes (with restrictions
Yes (with restrictions 2 )
3
VISSIM [7]
Yes
Yes
Yes Yes (with restrictions ) Yes (with restrictions 4 )
TORCS [8]
Yes
Yes
Yes Yes (with restrictions 5 ) Yes (with restrictions 6 )
Virtual KITTI [9]
Yes
Yes
Yes
No 7
Yes
CHALET [10]
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
AI2-THOR [11]
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
ATARI [12]
No
No
No
No
No
DeepMind Lab [13]
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Traffic3D
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes(fully)
Table 1: Comparison between the most widely-known traffic-based and deep learning-based simulation environments.

the physical world and enables it to rapidly and safely learn the best
set of policies to optimize the performance of traffic entities (such
as traffic signal control) across a range of metrics traffic throughput,
travel time and delay.
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RELATED WORK

In Pell et al. [14], a comprehensive set of traffic simulators is thoroughly reviewed. The review acknowledges that none of the presentlyused traffic simulation tools are capable of delivering important
functionalities that are fundamental to realistic traffic simulation.
The existing traffic models lack in flexibility and a detailed network model with efficient real-time traffic data collection capabilities, which are necessary to simulate heterogeneous transportation
networks. In Table 1, we summarize the capabilities of the most
widely-used traffic simulators and a handful of popular deep learning platforms available for training and bench-marking purposes
of deep learning agents, mostly built around computer game environments. It is clear that no single simulation platform delivers
all the functionality which is paramount for comprehensive traffic
research and analysis.
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ENVIRONMENT

Traffic3D gives the learning agent a natural and unstructured environment to operate in. Traffic3D is built using Unity [15], a
unique game development platform used to create state-of-the-art
3D photo-realistic graphics and simulate realistic physics. Traffic3D
provides a photo-realistic urban traffic environment including a variety of road junction layouts (2-way, 4-way and 5-way junctions),
roads, side-walks, lane markings and traffic light poles, among
others. To ensure visual variability, the roads are populated with
realistic vehicle models (that encompass vehicle weight, acceleration, etc.) including hatchbacks, sedans, SUVs and emergency
vehicles such as police cars, fire engines and ambulances. In addition, Traffic3D facilitates simulation of different times of the day
and different seasons with distinct illumination characteristics such
1 no

proper reactive control to random incidents like collisions between vehicles.
not support simulation of autonomous vehicles and does not prioritize public
transport.
3 unrealistic lane-change behavior.
4 restrictions in customizing delay.
5 limited sensor suite
6 does not support road intersection simulation
7 information not available
2 does

as sunny, cloudy, rainy and snowy days. To further add realism, the
shadows rendered by different objects are dynamically cast on the
surfaces within the traffic scene. The pertaining traffic situation
can be captured as raw pixels from multiple viewpoints with each
pixel containing a high precision depth value. This is useful when
certain effects need the scene’s depth to be available such as soft
particles like snow and screen space ambient occlusions.
To ensure reusability, Traffic3D offers complete flexibility over
its design. Traffic3D embodies a generic design of different traffic
entities including vehicles and traffic infrastructure, facilitating its
applicability to various traffic-related applications. Users can freely
place any of the above mentioned traffic elements in a scene. To
specifically evaluate the stability and generalizability of a learning
agent, users can programatically create different traffic scenes with
the available traffic elements depending on the application under
consideration such as autonomous driving and traffic infrastructure
optimization.
At the same time, we are currently exploring an alternative architecture version for Traffic3D that is likely to boost its performance
in computationally-intensive machine learning scenarios. The simulation engine will be running as a server application, interacting
with another server which is responsible for the machine learning.
A visualization software, such as Unity, will act as a client to the
simulation server.
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CONCLUSION

The goal of Traffic3D is to facilitate building physically and visually
intelligent traffic models and accelerate research in the area of traffic and transportation. It supports unique traffic-specific simulation
features such as complex physical phenomenon, creation of relevant content such as traffic objects with appropriate background
and photo-realism, comprehensibility, robustness, adaptability, partial observability challenges and inexpensive collection of diverse
training data. In addition, we believe that Traffic3D has allowed us
to take a step forward towards training autonomous agents using
deep learning methods in more realistic settings, as the state-ofthe-art deep learning agents are generally trained and validated on
computer games such as the Atari suite. As a potential direction for
future work, to further improve traffic objects’ realism and preserve
their geometry and other aspects, we intend to use photogrammetry
to create real-world emulating significantly richer traffic scenarios
using real-world traffic images and videos.
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